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LOCALLY ADAPTIVE REGRESSION SPLINES1
BY ENNO MAMMEN AND SARA VAN DE GEER
Ruprecht-Karls-Universitat Heidelberg and Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden¨
Least squares penalized regression estimates with total variation
penalties are considered. It is shown that these estimators are least
squares splines with locally data adaptive placed knot points. The defini-
tion of these variable knot splines as minimizers of global functionals can
be used to study their asymptotic properties. In particular, these results
imply that the estimates adapt well to spatially inhomogeneous smooth-
ness. We show rates of convergence in bounded variation function classes
and discuss pointwise limiting distributions. An iterative algorithm based
on stepwise addition and deletion of knot points is proposed and its
consistency proved.
1. Introduction. In this paper we introduce a new class of nonparamet-
ric curve estimates. In the regression set-up, these estimates are penalized
least squares estimates. As penalty we choose the total variation of the kth
derivative of the regression function. These estimates will turn out as regres-
sion splines of order k with locally data adaptive chosen knot points. The
estimates can be calculated in an iterative algorithm based on stepwise
addition and deletion of knot points; that is, the estimates are variable knot
splines. Variable knot splines have been proposed for a wide range of applica-
w Ž .tions see, for instance, Breiman, Friedmen, Olshen and Stone 1984 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .Breiman 1991 , Friedman and Silverman 1989 , Friedman 1991 , Stone
Ž .x1994 . Typically, they are defined as limits of an iterative procedure. Be-
cause of this implicit definition, they appear to be hardly theoretically
tractable. The explicit definition of our estimates will allow an asymptotic
treatment. We will show that the estimates achieve optimal rates of conver-
gence in bounded variation function classes. For particular cases we describe
pointwise limiting distributions. Our research imply that these variable knot
splines adapt well to spatial inhomogeneous smoothness.
We consider the model of n independent observations Y , . . . , Y with1 n
Ž .expectation m x :0 i
1.1 Y s m x q « , i s 1, . . . , n.Ž . Ž .i 0 i i
The design variables x are nonrandom. They are real-valued and orderedi
w xx F ??? F x , and for simplicity, they are assumed to lie in 0, 1 . For positive1 n
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l and an integer k G 1, we study the estimate m s m which minimizesˆ ˆ k , l
the following penalized sum of squared residuals:
n
2 Žky1.1.2 F m s Y y m x q l TV m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýk , l i i
is1
w x Ž .For a function f defined on 0, 1 the quantity TV f is the total variation
Ž . 1 < XŽ . <of f. In particular for differentiable f, one has TV f s H f x dx. Later on,0
we will see that m can be chosen such that mŽky1. is piecewise constant andˆ ˆ
Ž .right continuous i.e., m is a spline function , with jump points t - ??? - t .ˆ 1 p
Ž Žky1.. p < Žky1.Ž .Then the penalty can be written as TV m s Ý m t yˆ ˆis2 i
Žky1.Ž . <m t .ˆ iy1
In particular, these estimates are motivated when the model assumption is
appropriate that mŽky1. is of bounded variation. Indeed, Lagrange calculus
shows that m is the least squares projection onto the smoothness classˆ
 Ž Žky1.. 4 w ² :m ¬ TV m F t with respect to the ‘‘scalar product’’ f , g sn
n Ž . Ž .x1rnÝ f x g x . However, the bound t depends on l and on the sampleis1 i i
Ž .Y , . . . , Y . Nevertheless, we will see that for appropriate choices of l s l1 n n
Ž .depending on n the random quantity t s t is of the same order asn
Ž Žky1.. Ž .TV m . Total variation penalties have been considered by Kunsch 1994¨0
Ž . Ž .in image analysis and by Portnoy 1997 and Koenker, Ng and Portnoy 1994
in quantile regression.
Careful choice of the parameters k and l is crucial. We propose to
Ž .calculate m in a data analysis for all l and to inspect how m x develops asˆ ˆ l
a process in l and x. The process starts for l s 0 with the raw data and ends
for l large enough with the least squares polynomial fit of degree k y 1.
This is computationally feasible: in the next section we present an algo-
Ž Ž ..rithm. For k s 1 the algorithm calculates m for a given l in O n log nˆ l
Ž 2 .steps and for all l in O n steps. For other values of k we conjecture that
Ž 2 .also only O n steps are needed. The algorithm is based on computing the
changes of m for small increases of l.ˆ l
Optimal values of l for minimizing the mean integrated squared error are
discussed in Section 3. There an asymptotic analysis is presented which
shows how l has to be chosen to achieve optimal rates. Our asymptotic
results show also that m achieves optimal rates of convergence in theˆ l
 Ž Žky1.. 4smoothness class M s m ¬ TV m F C . It is known that for thesek , C
classes, linear estimates do not achieve optimal rates. To achieve optimal
wrates, the smoothing must be locally adaptive see Nemirovskii, Polyak and
Ž . Ž .Tsybakov 1985 , Donoho and Johnstone 1994 and Donoho, Johnstone,
Ž .xKerkyacharian and Picard 1995 . For instance, a kernel estimate will do it
wonly if the bandwidth is locally adaptive see Lepskii, Mammen and Spokoiny
Ž . Ž .x1994 , Gijbels and Mammen 1994 . How this local smoothing is intrinsically
done by our procedure will be explained in Section 4 by local asymptotic
considerations for k s 1. It will turn out that, for l large enough, at mono-
tone pieces of m the estimate m behaves like an isotonic least squaresˆ
Ž .estimate and its relative the ‘‘Grenander estimate’’ from density estimation .
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For the Grenander estimate and the isotonic least squares estimate, the local
w Ž . Ž .xadaptivity is well known Groeneboom 1985 , Birge 1987 .´
Extensions of our procedures to higher dimensions for k s 1 are touched
on below. Nonparametric density estimation using penalized maximum likeli-
w Ž Žky1..xhood estimation with penalty TV f will be studied elsewhere.
2. Form of estimators and algorithms. In this section we discuss
finite sample properties and problems related to the algorithmic calculation
of our estimate m . The main purpose of this section is to show that m isˆ ˆk , l k , l
a variable knot spline. Remember that m is defined as a minimizer of theˆ k , l
w Ž .xpenalized sum F of squared residuals see 1.2 . In general, the minimumk , l
of F may not be unique. The following proposition implies that m canˆk , l
walways be chosen as a spline of order k i.e., a piecewise polynomial of degree
Ž . Ž . xk y 1 , and for k ) 1, a k y 2 times continously differentiable function .
ŽFor the white noise model, this has already been shown by Tsirel’son 1982,
. Ž Žky1..1985, 1986 for least squares estimation with bounded TV m .
PROPOSITION 1. For every function m there exists a spline m of order k with˜
Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1.. Ž . Ž . Ž .TV m F TV m and m x s m x i s 1, . . . , n .˜ ˜ i i
The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Section 5. In the sequel, we will
always choose m as a spline of order k. The next proposition gives aˆ k , l
characterization of m. In the statement of the following proposition we useˆ
the following notation:
n
ky1H m, t s 2 m x x y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜Ý i i q
is1
n
ky1 w xH Y , t s 2 Y x y t for t g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i q
is1
where a denotes the positive part of a.q
PROPOSITION 2. A spline m of order k with knot points t , . . . , t minimizes˜ 1 p
Ž . w xF i.e. m s m if and only if with 0!s 1 ,˜ ˆk , l k , l
< < w x2.1 H m , t y H Y , t F k y 1 !l for all t g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜
H m , t s H Y , t y k y 1 !lŽ .˜ Ž .Ž .j j
for knot points t with mŽky1. t y - mŽky1. t q ,˜ ˜Ž . Ž .j j j
2.2Ž .
H m , t s H Y , t q k y 1 !lŽ .˜ Ž .Ž .j j
for knot points t with mŽky1. t y ) mŽky1. t q ,˜ ˜Ž . Ž .j j j
2.3Ž .
n
q2.4 Y y m x x s 0 for q s 0, . . . , k y 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .˜Ý i i i
is1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .PROOF. We show only that 2.1 , 2.3 and 2.4 imply m s m . Because˜ ˆ k , l
F is a convex functional, it is necessary only to show that m is a local˜k , l
minimizer. For this purpose we consider for real d and 0 - t - 1 functions:
ky1m x s m x q d x y t .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ qd , t
Ž . Ž . < <It suffices to show for all t that F m G F m for d small enough.˜ ˜k , l d , t k , l
This follows easily from
TV mŽky1.˜Ž .d , t
< <¡q d ky1 !, if t is no knot point of m,Ž . ˜
Žky1. Žky1.Žky1. ~yd k y 1 !, if tst and m t y )m t q ,Ž . ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .s TV m j j jŽ .˜
Žky1. Žky1.¢qd k y 1 !, if tst and m t y -m t q ,Ž . ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .j j j
< <for d small enough. I
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Figure 1 shows plots of H Y, t q k y 1 !l, H m , t and H Y, t yˆ k , l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k y 1 !l for k s 1 and a fixed l . In this case H m , t and H Y, t areˆ k , l
Ž .broken lines. The function H Y, t has breakpoints at design points t s x .i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The function H m , t lies between H Y, t q k y 1 !l and H Y, t yˆ k , l
Ž . w Ž .x Ž . Ž .k y 1 !l see 2.1 . At every breakpoint, it touches H Y, t q k y 1 !l or
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xH Y, t y k y 1 !l! see 2.2 and 2.3 . In particular, at convex pieces it
Ž . Ž .coincides with H Y, x q k y 1 !l at its breakpoints. This implies that at
Ž . Ž .convex pieces it is the greatest convex minorant of H Y, x q k y 1 !l. At
Ž . Ž .concave pieces it is the smallest concave majorant of H Y, x y k y 1 !l.
These properties will be used below when for the case k s 1 algorithms and
Žpointwise limiting distributions will be discussed see Proposition 8 and
.Theorem 12 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .FIG. 1. Plot of H Y, x q k y 1 !l, H m , x and H Y, x y k y 1 !l for k s 1.ˆ k , l
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For k s 1 and k s 2, the knot points of m can be chosen in the set ofˆ k , l
 4 w xdesign points x , . . . , x see also Proposition 7 . This is in general not true1 n
for k G 3. For approximate calculation of m , we propose to choose a fixedˆ k , l
w x T Tfinite grid T ; 0, 1 and to approximate m by splines m s m withˆ ˆ ˆk , l k , l
knot points in T. The following proposition may be helpful for the calculation
of the approximating spline.
PROPOSITION 3. A spline mT of order k with knot points t , . . . , t g T˜ 1 p
minimizes F among all splines of order k with knot points in T if and onlyk , l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .if 2.1 holds for x g T and if 2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4 are fulfilled.
Proposition 3 follows similarly to Proposition 2. We consider now the case
Ž .k G 2. The case k s 1 will be treated later. Let us assume that the set
 4 Ž .T s t , . . . , t with 0 - t - ??? - t - 1 fulfills the following statement:1 p 1 p
Ž . Ž .There exist indices 1 F j 1 F ??? F j p q k F n with
t - x - t for 1 F i F p q k. Here we write t s2.5Ž . iyk jŽ i. i ykq1
??? s t s 0 and t s ??? s t s 1.0 pq1 pqk
w xWe write S for the set of splines of order k which are defined on 0, 1k , T
and which have knot points in T. The dimension of S is p q k. Under thek , T
Ž . 5 5 wŽ n Ž .2 x1r2assumption 2.5 we have that g s 1rnÝ g x is a norm on Sn is1 i k , T
w Ž .xsee Lemma XIV.2 in de Boor 1978 . A basis of S is given by thek , T
ky1 Ž .ky1 Ž .ky1functions 1, . . . , x , t y x , . . . , t y x .1 q p q
Ž .PROPOSITION 4. Assume 2.5 and k G 2. Then the following hold.
Ž . Ti For every l, the estimator m is uniquely defined.ˆ k , l
Ž . T Ž 5 5 .ii The function l ª m is continuous with respect to the norm ? .ˆ nk , l
Let us consider the following subsets of T :
­ mT ­ mTˆ ˆky1 k , l ky1 k , lyT s t g T : t y - t q ,Ž . Ž .l ky1 ky1½ 5­ t ­ t
­ mT ­ mTˆ ˆky1 k , l ky1 k , lqT s t g T : t y ) t q ,Ž . Ž .l ky1 ky1½ 5­ t ­ t
Sys t g T : H mT , t y H Y , t s y k y 1 !lŽ . Ž . 4ˆŽ .l k , l
and
Sqs t g T : H mT , t y H Y , t s k y 1 !l .Ž . Ž . 4ˆŽ .l k , l
We write T s Tyj Tq. This is the set of knot points of mT . Proposition 3ˆl l l k , l
w Ž . Ž .x y y q qsee 2.2 and 2.3 implies the inclusions T : S and T : S . The followingl l l l
result will help us to find an algorithm for the calculation of the estimator
mT .ˆ k , l
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Ž .PROPOSITION 5. Assume 2.5 and k G 2. Then the following hold.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i There exist finitely many 0 s l 0 - l 1 - ??? - l L - l L q 1 s `
y q Ž Ž . Ž .. wsuch that the sets T and T are constant for l in l j , l j q 1 forl l
x Ž . y q w xj s 0, . . . , L . At every l j the set T or the set T changes j s 1, . . . , L .l l
Ž . y qii For two disjoint subsets T and T of T we define the function
D s D y qg S y q by:T , T k , T j T
y1, for t g Ty,
2.6 H D , t sŽ . Ž . q½ q1, for t g T ,
n
q2.7 D x x s 0 for q s 0, . . . , k y 1.Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1
U UU w Ž . Ž .xThen, with j s 0, . . . , L for l and l in a closed interval l j , l j q 1 , it
T T Ž U UU . Ž .U UU y qholds that m s m q l y l k y 1 !D . Here we putˆ ˆk , l k , l T TlŽ j.q lŽ i.q
T " s T " s T " for j s 0, . . . , L.lŽ jq1.y lŽ j.q ŽlŽ j.qlŽ jq1..r2
Ž . y y q qiii For every j s 0, . . . , L we have for T s T , T s T and D slŽ j.q lŽ j.q
D y q thatT , T
2.8 Ty : Ty: Sy and Tq : Tq: Sq ,Ž . lŽ j. lŽ j. lŽ j. lŽ j.
2.9 Ty/ Ty or Tq/ Tq if j ) 0,Ž . lŽ j.y lŽ j.y
­ D ­ Dky1 ky1 y yt y - t q for t g T _T andŽ . Ž . lŽ j.ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
2.10Ž .
­ D ­ Dky1 ky1 q qt y ) t q for t g T _T .Ž . Ž . lŽ j.ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
Ž . Ž .y qThe function D is uniquely defined in S by 2.6 to 2.10 .k , T j T
Ž Ž . Ž ..In particular, Proposition 5 implies that for l in l j , l j q 1 , the
Ž . w T Ž . T Ž .x w Ž .xfunction D t s m t y m t r l y l j is uniquely defined by theˆ ˆk , l k , lŽ j.
property that there exist subsets Ty and Tq of T with D g S y q andk , T j T
Ž . Ž . T2.6 to 2.10 . This suggests the following iterative calculation of m forˆ k , l
all l.
ALGORITHM 1.
Ž .Step 1. Put l 0 s 0, j s 0, and define a spline m with knot points T˜
Ž . Twhich interpolates the data, that is, m x s Y , i s 1, . . . , n. Put m s m.˜ ˆ ˜i i k , 0
y q wy qStep 2. Choose subsets T and T of T and a spline D s D definedT , T
Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž . X Ž .by 2.6 and 2.7 with properties as in 2.8 to 2.10 . For l ) l j , put
T Ž X Ž ..Ž .Xm s m q l y l j k y 1 !D.˜ ˆl k , lŽ j.
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Step 3. Put
X < < XXl s min l ) l j : H m , t y H Y , t s k y 1 !l Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜A l
< <for a t g T with H D , t / 1 .4Ž .
Step 4. Put
l s min lX ) l j : there exists a t g T with m XŽky1. t y s m XŽky1. t q .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ 4B lŽ j. l l
X Ž . X T X XSTEP 5. For l with l j - l F l n l , put m s m . Choose nowˆ ˜A B k , l l
Ž . T XXl j q 1 s l n l . In the case of T s B, put m s m for l )ˆ ˜A B lŽ jq1. k , l lŽ jq1.
Ž .l j q 1 and stop. Otherwise, put j [ j q 1 and go back to Step 2.
Typically, in every cycle of the algorithm, one knot point is added to or
removed from Tyj Tq. More precisely, this is the case if l / l and if therel l A B
< Ž . < < Ž . Ž . <exist exactly one t g T with H D, t / 1 and H m , t y H Y, t s˜A A l A AA
Ž . Ž . Žky1.Ž .k y 1 !l see Step 3 and exactly one t g T with m t y s˜A B lŽ j. lB
Žky1.Ž . ym t q . Then, in the case of l - l , the element t is replaced from T˜ l B A B lB
q y wor T , respectively. In the case of l ) l , the element t is added to T ifl B A A l
Ž . Ž . Ž . x q w Ž .H m t y H Y, t s y k y 1 !l or it is added to T if H m , t y˜ ˜l , A A A l l AA A
Ž . Ž . xH Y, t s y k y 1 !l .A A
In Step 2 the spline D is defined by its scalar products with elements of the
truncated power basis. In an implementation of the algorithm these defining
wequations for D should be reformulated using the B-spline basis see de Boor
Ž . x Ž .1978 for a definition of B-splines . Then O n steps are needed in every
cycle because of the local support of B-splines. We conjecture that there will
Ž . Ž 2 .be O n cycles. This would give O n steps in the algorithm.
The algorithm terminates when T s B. Then mT is equal to the leastˆl k , l
Ž .squares polynomial of degree k y 1 . In every cycle of the algorithm points
are added or removed. This corresponds to forwards and backwards fitting
strategies for the calculations of variable knot splines. In very cycle l is
increased. A dual algorithm starts with the least squares polynomial of
Ž .degree k y 1 , with l s `, and with T s B. In this algorithm, l is de-l
creased in every cycle and the algorithm terminates when T s T. Bothl
algorithms work. This fact is the content of the next theorem. Before stating
this result, let us give a more explicit description of the second algorithm.
ALGORITHM 2.
Ž .Step 1. Calculate the least squares polynomial m of degree k y 1 . Put˜
XŽ .  X < Ž . Ž . < Ž . X 4 X XŽ .l 0 s max l : H m, t y H Y, t s k y 1 !l for a t g T . For l G l 0˜
put mT , equal to the least squares polynomial m.ˆ ˜k , l
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y q wy qStep 2. Choose subsets T and T of T and a spline D s D definedT , T
Ž . Ž .xby 2.6 and 2.7 with the following properties:
2.11 T Xy : Ty: S Xy and T Xq : Tq: S Xq ,Ž . l Ž j. l Ž j. l Ž j. l Ž j.
2.12 Ty/ T Xy or Tq/ T Xq if j ) 0.Ž . l Ž j.q l Ž j.q
­ D ­ Dky1 ky1 y y
Xt y - t q for t g T _T andŽ . Ž . l Ž j.ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
2.13Ž .
­ D ­ Dky1 ky1 q q
Xt y ) t q for t g T _T .Ž . Ž . l Ž j.ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
X XŽ . T Ž X XŽ ..Ž .X X XFor l - l j put m s m s m q l y l j k y 1 !D.˜ ˜ ˆl l k , l Ž j.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that conditions 2.11 , 2.12 and 2.13 correspond to the old assump-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tions 2.8 , 2.9 and 2.10 . Again, it can be shown that there exists exactly
one spline function D with these properties.
Step 3. Put
X X < < XXl s max 0 F l - l j : H m , t y H Y , t s k y 1 !l Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜A l
< <for a t g T with H D , t / 1 .4Ž .
Step 4. Put
l s max 0 F lX - lX j : there exists a t g T XŽ .B l Ž j.
with m XŽky1. t y s m XŽky1. t q .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ 4l l
X XŽ . X T X XStep 5. For l with l j ) l G l k l , put m s m . Choose nowˆ ˜A B k , l l
XŽ . XŽ .l j q 1 s l k l . If l j q 1 s 0, stop. Otherwise put j [ j q 1 and goA B
back to Step 2.
Consistency of the two algorithms is stated in the following theorem. This
result follows from Proposition 5.
Ž .THEOREM 6. Suppose 2.5 . Then Algorithms 1 and 2 work: every l G 0 is
reached by the algorithms and for every l the estimate mT is calculatedˆ k , l
correctly.
We consider now mT with the following choice of T :ˆ k , l
 4  4T s x , . . . , x _ x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x for k even,1 n 1 k r2 nq1yk r2 n
 4  4T s x , . . . , x _ x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x for k odd,1 n 1 Žkq1.r2 nyŽky3.r2 n2.14Ž .
 4  4T s x , . . . , x _ x for the case k s 1 .1 n 1
For the remainder of the paper, we will always use this choice of T. Note that
Ž .this choice fulfills 2.5 . The next proposition will be used in the next section
to show that under mild conditions on the design, mT reaches the same rateˆ k , l
of convergence as m .ˆ k , l
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PROPOSITION 7. For every k G 1 and for every function m there exists a
spline m of order k which has the following properties for a constant d˜ k
Ž .depending only on k .
Ž . w Ž .xi All knot points of m are contained in T defined in 2.14 .˜
Ž . < Ž . Ž . < Ž Ž ky 1 .. ky 1ii sup m x y m x F d TV m d where d s˜x F x F x k1 n
Ž .sup x y x .2 F iF n i iy1
Ž . Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1..iii TV m F d TV m .˜ k
Ž .For cases k s 1 and k s 2, the spline m can be chosen such that i holds,˜
Ž . Ž . Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1..m x s m x , i s 1, . . . , n and TV m F TV m .˜ ˜i i
For k s 1, no backwards fitting in the algorithm is necessary; that is,
T xB. This and other features of the case k s 1 are summarized in the nextl
 4 Ž .proposition. We use the following notation: aI s a i: x g I and AVE I si
w xy1 w xaI Ý Y for subsets I of 0, 1 .i: x g I ii
PROPOSITION 8. For k s 1 there exist versions of m with the followingˆ 1, l
properties.
Ž . Ž .i The set T of knot points here: jump points of m is contained inˆl 1, l
 4  4T s x , . . . , x _ x .1 n 1
Ž .ii T decreases to B.l
Ž .iii Every piecewise constant, right-continuous function m with jump˜
Ž .points t , . . . , t 0 - t - ??? - t - 1 is a version of m if and only ifˆ1 p 1 p 1, l
Ž . Žw .. w .m x s AVE t , t for x g t , t , 1 F j F p y 1,˜ j jq1 j jq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .when m t y - m t - m t or m t y ) m t )2.15Ž . ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜j j jq1 j j
Ž . Ž .m t monotone pieces ,˜ jq1
Ž . Žw .. w . w .m x s AVE t , t y lra t , t for x g t , t ,˜ j jq1 j jq1 j jq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1 F j F p y 1 when m t y - m t ) m t local maxi-2.16aŽ . ˜ ˜ ˜j j jq1
.mum ,
Ž . Žw .. w . w .m x s AVE t , t q lra t , t for x g t , t ,˜ j jq1 j jq1 j jq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1 F j F p y 1 when m t y ) m t - m t local mini-2.16bŽ . ˜ ˜ ˜j j jq1
.mum ,
Ž . Ž . w x w .m x s AVE I q lr 2aI for x g I and I s 0, t or˜ 1
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , 1 if m t y - m t or m t y ) m t , respectively2.17aŽ . ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜p 1 1 p p
Ž .minimum at the boundary ,
Ž . Ž . w x w .m x s AVE I y lr 2aI for x g I and I s 0, t or˜ 1
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , 1 if m t y ) m t or m t y - m t , respectively2.17bŽ . ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜p 1 1 p p
Ž .maximum at the boundary ,
< <w w w2.18 m x y AVE 0, t F lr 2a 0, t for x g 0, t , 4Ž . Ž . . . .˜ Ž .1 1 1
w x. Ž . w x w .0 F AVE t , x y m x F lra t , x for x g t , t , j˜j j j jq12.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1, . . . , p if m t y - m t here t s 1 ,˜ ˜j j pq1
Žw x. Ž . w x w .0 G AVE t , x y m x G ylra t , x for x g t , t ,˜j j j jq12.20Ž . Ž . Ž .js 1, . . . , p if m t y ) m t .˜ ˜j j
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Proposition 8 gives a helpful interpretation of m . The construction ofˆ 1, l
m is based on local averaging. At monotone pieces m is equal to the localˆ ˆ1, l 1, l
w Ž .xaverage see 2.15 . At local maxima the local average is moved downwards
w Ž .and at local minima the local average is moved upwards see 2.16 and
Ž .x2.17 . Additional knot points are not added if the local averages over the
w Ž . Ž . Ž .xadditional intervals do not differ significantly see 2.18 , 2.19 and 2.20 .
Ž .This corresponds to the soft thresholding approach used by Donoho and
Ž .Johnstone 1994 for constructing nonlinear wavelet estimates.
Proposition 8 shows also that the following simple algorithm for k s 1
works.
ALGORITHM 3.
Ž .Step 1. Put Z s Y and d s 1 i s 1, . . . , n . Let l s 0 and q s n.i i i
Step 2. For g ) 0 replace all local extremes Z of Z , . . . , Z by Z q grdi 1 q i i
Ž . Ž .local minimum or Z y grd local maximum , respectively for 1 - i - q,i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and by Z q gr 2 d local minimum or Z y gr 2 d local maximum ,i i i i
respectively for i s 1 or i s q.
Ž .Step 3. Choose g so large that two neighbors Z and Z , say becomei i q10 0
equal. Set d s d q d , q s q y 1 and rearrange Z [ Z and d [i i i q1 i iq1 i0 0 0
d for i ) i . Put now l [ l q g and go back to Step 2.iq1 0
In this algorithm, q is the number of constant pieces of m ; d is theˆ 1, l i
Žlength of the ith piece. In every cycle, two neighbor pieces numbers i and0
.i q 1 are put together. This algorithm terminates after n cycles. Calcula-0
Žtion of the estimate at the end of every cycle i.e., for every l for which two
. Ž 2 .pieces are put together needs O n steps. At the beginning for every two
neighbors x and x , the values of l are calculated where these points arei iq1 i
w Ž . xjoined. Then these values l will be ordered O n log n steps . In every cyclei
a new piece is created. The l determining when this new piece is joined withi
one of its neighbors is calculated and ordered into the series of the old l ’si
w Ž . x w Ž .O log n steps . At the end of every cycle all values have to be updated O n
x Ž 2 .steps . This gives O n steps. If one only wants to calculate the estimate for
one l, it is not necessary to update all values of the estimate in every cycle.
Ž .Therefore, then, this algorithm needs only O n log n steps.
3. Some global and local asymptotics. Rates of convergence. In
this section we state results on the rate of convergence of mT and m .ˆ ˆk , l k , l
Before doing this, let us study penalized least squares estimation in a general
set-up.
w xLet G be a class of functions on 0, 1 . For a linear subspace G of G wen
w .consider a penalty I: G ª 0, ` satisfyingn
I g q g F I g q I g , g , g g G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 n
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and
< <I a g F a I g , g g G , a g R.Ž . Ž . n
Furthermore, let « , . . . , « be independent errors, with E« s 0 for i s1 n i
1, . . . , n, and with subgaussian tails; that is, for some positive b, G,
23.1 E exp b« F G - ` for i s 1, . . . , n.Ž . Ž .i
We consider the model
Y s g x q « , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž .i 0, n i i
with g g G. For a random variable l we consider the estimate g whichˆ0, n n n
minimizes the penalized sum of squares over G :n
n
2< <g s arg min Y y g x q l I g .Ž . Ž .ˆ Ýn i i n½ 5
ggG is1n
In particular, we allow the case G s G. The accuracy of the estimate will ben
measured by the empirical norm
n
225 5g s 1rn g x .Ž .Ýn i
is1
Ž .We say that a sequence of random variables l is of order d if l s O dn n n P n
y1 Ž y1 . Ž .  Ž . 4and l s O d . We write G 1 s g g G ; I g F 1 . For a subset A ofn P n n n
Ž 5 5 .G we denote the d entropy of A by log N d , ? , A . This is the logarithm ofn2
5 5the minimal number of ? balls of radius d which are needed to cover A.n
THEOREM 9. Let c be a positive sequence such that for a function g inn 1, n
5 5 Ž y1rŽ2qw . w rŽ2qw .. Ž .G we have g y g s O n c and I g F c . Supposenn 1, n 0, n n 1, n n
moreover that the random variable l is of order nw rŽ2qw .cyŽ2 yw .rŽ2qw ..n n
Furthermore, we assume that for some C ) 0 and 0 - w - 2
5 5 yw3.2 log N d , ? , G 1 F Cd for all d ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .n2 n
Then we have
5 5 y1rŽ2qw . w rŽ2qw .g y g s O n c ,ˆ Ž .nn 0, n P n
and
I g s O c .Ž .Ž .ˆn P n
5 5 5 5 Ž 5 5 .Note that we have always g F Y s O 1 y g . Therefore theˆ n n nn P 0, n
Ž 1r wŽ 5 5 .Ž2qw .r w .statement of the theorem is only helpful if c s o n 1 q g .nn 0, n
We apply now this result to our regression model of Sections 1 and 2. For
simplicity of notation we will skip the index n in the following discussions
when dependence of a variable on n is clear from the context. Recall that
n < Ž . < 2 Ž Žky1.. Ž .m is a minimizer of F s Ý Y y m x q l TV m ; see 1.1 andˆ k , l k , l is1 i i
Ž .1.2 . As above we assume that the observations Y are independent and wei
write
Y s m x q « , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž .i 0 i i
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where the random variables « are independent and have mean zero. Leti
5 5P m s arg min p y m : p g P , 4nn k
where P is the class of all polynomials of degree k y 1. Also, definek
PH m s m y P m.n n
Ž . Ž Žky1..We apply now Theorem 9 with I m s TV m .
Ž . Ž Žky1..THEOREM 10. Suppose 3.1 and TV m F c . Then0 n
5 5 y1r2P m y P m s O n .Ž .ˆ nn k , l n 0 P
Moreover, for sequences of random variables l s l which are of ordern
n1rŽ2 kq1.cyŽ2 ky1.rŽ2 kq1., we haven
5 H H 5 yk Ž2 kq1. 1rŽ2 kq1.P m y P m s O n c ,ˆ Ž .nn k , l n 0 P n
Ž Žky1.. Ž . T wand TV m s O c . These statements remain valid for m with Tˆ ˆk , l p n k , l
Ž .xdefined in 2.14 instead of m as long as k s 1 or k s 2 or d sˆ k , l
< < Ž yk rŽŽky1.Ž2 kq1.. y2 k rŽŽky1.Ž2 kq1...sup x y x s O n c .1F iF ny1 is1 i n
Ž Žky1.. yk rŽ2 kq1.When TV m is bounded we get the usual n rate for our0
Ž .estimate m s m after appropriate choice of l . This is the minimax rateˆ ˆ k , l
 1Ž Žk ..2 4 wfor smoothness classes m: H m F C see, for instance, Ibragimov and0 0
Ž . Ž .Hasminskii 1980 , Stone 1982 , and Nemirovskii, Polyak and Tsybakov
Ž .x1985 . Hence this rate cannot be improved for the larger smoothness classes
 Ž Žky1.. 4m: TV m F C . This rate cannot be achieved by estimates which are
linear in the observations. Optimal estimates have to adapt for the local
Ž .smoothness of m ; see Donoho and Johnson 1993 . According to Theorem 10,0
this is done by our estimate m s m .ˆ ˆ k , l
Now we will discuss a generalization of our approach with k s 1 to the
 4n 2two-dimensional case: x ; R . Extensions to higher dimensions will bei is1
briefly indicated. For simplicity, we also assume that
n 4x s j , j , p s 1, . . . , n ; q s 1, . . . , n , 4Ž .i 1, p 2, q 1 2is1
 4nthat is, that the design points are on a lattice. For a function m: x ª R,i is1
define
Dm j , j s m j , j y m j , jŽ . Ž . Ž .1, p 2, q 1, p 2, q 1, py1 2, q
y m j , j q m j , jŽ . Ž .1, p 2, qy1 l , py1 2, qy1
forp s 2, . . . , n ; q s 2, . . . , n1 2
and
n n1 2
< <TV m s Dm j , j .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 1, p 2, q
ps2 qs2
 4n1  4n2For functions g defined on j or j , we put1, p ps1 2, q qs1
n n1 2
< < < <TV g s g j y g j or TV g s g j y g j ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1, p 1, py1 2, q 2, qy1
ps2 qs2
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respectively. Moreover, let
n n1 21
m s m j , jŽ .Ý Ý?? 1, p 2, qn ps1 qs1
n21
m j s m j , j y m for p s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .Ý1 ? 1, p 1, p 2, q ?? 1n2 qs1
n11
m j s m j , j y m for q s 1, . . . , nŽ . Ž .Ý? 2 2, q 1, p 2, q ?? 2n1 ps1
and mHs m y m y m q m .1 ? ? 2 ??
THEOREM 11. Suppose that
Y s m x q « , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž .i 0 i i
Ž . Ž .with mean zero, independent « fulfilling 3.1 and with TV m F c ,i 0, 1 ? n
Ž . Ž .TV m F c , and TV m F c for sequences c ) 0, c ) 0. Let0,? 2 n 2 0 n, 2 n n, 2
n
2< <m s arg min Y y m x q l TV m q TV m q l TV m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ Ý i i 1 ? ? 2 2 2 ??
is1
Then
5 5 y1r2m y m s O n .Ž .ˆ n?? 0, ?? P
For sequences of random l s l which are of order n1r3cy1r3 we haven n
5 5 y1r3 1r3m y m s O n c ,ˆ Ž .n1 ? 0, 1 ? P n
5 5 y1r3 1r3m y m s O n c ,ˆ Ž .n? 2 0, ? 2 P n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .TV m s O c , and TV m s O c . Moreover, for sequences of randomˆ ˆ1 ? p n ? 2 p n
l s l which are of order n3r10cy1r5, we have2 2, n n, 2
5 H H 5 y3r10 2r5m ym s O n cˆ Ž .n0 P n , 2
Ž . Ž .and TV m s O c .ˆ2 p n, 2
Ž .In Ball and Pajor 1990 , one can find entropy results for convex hulls of
certain subsets of a Hilbert space, with d-covering number bounded by a
Ž .power of 1rd . This makes it easy to calculate the entropy of functions of
bounded variation in higher dimensions, say Rd. One can define mH and
Ž .  Ž xTV m in a way analogous to the case d s 2. For the class H s 1 y`, x :d
d4x g R , we have for a constant C ) 0,
5 5 y2 dN d , ? , H F Cd , for all d ) 0.Ž .n2
Ž . XThe result in Ball and Pajor 1991 , then yields for a constant C ,
5 5 H X ywlog N d , ? , m : TV m F 1 F Cd , for all d ) 0,Ž . 4Ž .n2 d
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Ž . Ž .with w s 2 dr 1 q d . This means that for TV m F c and for a smooth-d 0 n, d
ness parameter l of order nd rŽ1q2 d .cy1rŽ1q2 d ., we have for the penalizedd n, d
least squares estimator
5 H H 5 yŽ1 qd .rŽ2q4 d . d rŽ1q2 d .m ym s O n cˆ Ž .n0 P n , d
Ž . Ž .and TV m s O c .ˆd P n, d
We come now to the asymptotic distribution of m at a fixed design pointˆ k , l
x . For k s 1 we will state in the next theorem that in case of oversmoothing,0
Ž . Ž .the estimate m x coincides at monotone pieces of m with the locallyˆ 1, l 0
Ž . Ž .monotone least squares estimate m x with probability tending to 1 . The˜ 0
Ž . w Ž .asymptotic behavior of m x is well understood see Wright 1981 and˜ 0
Ž .xLeurgans 1982 . Asymptotics are very similar, as for the Grenander esti-
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .mate f x . For an asymptotic treatment of the Grenander estimate f x as a
Ž .process in x, see Groeneboom 1985, 1989 .
Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 12. Assume k s 1 and 3.1 . Fix a point x where m x exists0 0 0
X Ž .and where m x / 0. Suppose that there exists a distribution function F0 0
XŽ .which is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x with F x ) 00 0
and for which
< < y1r33.3 sup F x y F x s o n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
0FxF1
where F is the empirical distribution function of the design points x , . . . , x .n 1 n
Suppose that l is chosen such that lny1r3 ª q` and lny2r3 ª 0. Then
there exists a sequence d ª q` with d ny1r3 ª 0 such thatn n
P m x s m x ª 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˜1, l 0 0
< <where m is the least squares monotone fit to the observations Y with x y x˜ i i 0
F d ny1r3:n
2
m s arg min Y y m x .Ž .Ž .˜ Ý i i
y1r3< <i : x yx Fd ni 0 n
w y1r3Here the arg min goes over all monotone functions m: x y d n , x q0 n 0
y1r3 xd n ª R.n
X Ž .In a neighborhood of points x with m x / 0, the distance between two0
Ž .jump points of the least squares monotone estimate is of stochastic order
ny1r3. One can show that the same hold for m under the conditions ofˆ 1, l
Theorem 12. This means that most of the design points are not knot points.
This distinguishes our estimate from smoothing splines which have knots at
all design points. We conjecture that analogous results like Theorem 12 hold
Y Ž .for k ) 1. For instance, for k s 2 one may fix a point x with m x / 0. Then0
Ž .we expect that in case of oversmoothing the estimate m x coincides at xˆ 2, l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žwith the locally convex or concave least squares estimate m x with˜
. Žk .Ž .probability tending to 1 . In case of m x / 0, we conjecture that the0
Ž .distance between two knot points in a neighborhood of x is of stochastic
order ny1rŽ2 kq1..
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4. Some simulated data. In Figures 2 to 4 the estimate m is plottedˆ k , l
Ž .for three simulated data sets. This has been done for k s 1 Case A , k s 2
Ž . Ž .Cases B, C . We have chosen n s 1000, s s 0.2 Case A , n s 300, s s 0.1
Ž . Ž .Case B and n s 300, s s 0.2 Case C . In all three cases the error variables
are i.i.d. and normally distributed. The following regression functions have
been used:
4.1 m x s sin 4rx q 1.5, Case AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
4.2 m x s sin 2r 0.2 q x q 1.5. Case BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
2.55 y 4.5x , for 0 F x - 0.3,
4.3 m x s Case CŽ . Ž . Ž .y0.75 q 4.5x , for 0.3 F x - 0.7,0 ½
5.55 y 4.5x , for 0.7 F x F 1.
The plots show that m and m adapt well to locally changing smooth-ˆ ˆ1, l 2, l
Ž .ness see Cases A, B . The break point and jump point in Case C are well
reflected by the estimate.
5. Proofs.
Proof of Proposition 1. Proposition 1 can be proved along the lines of the
Ž .proof of Theorem 1 in Mammen 1991 . This theorem treats functions with
monotone derivative mŽky1. and shows that such functions can be interpo-
Žky1. Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1..lated by splines m with monotone m and with TV m F TV m .˜ ˜ ˜
Ž . < <Note that TV g s sup g y inf g for monotone functions g.
A function g of bounded variation can be represented as a difference of two
Ž . Ž . Ž .monotone functions g and g with TV g s TV g q TV g . Thereforeq y q y
we find functions m and m with monotone mŽky1. and mŽky1. such thatq y q y
Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1..m s m y m and TV m s TV m q TV m hold. Applicationq y q y
Ž .of Theorem 1 in Mammen 1991 to m and m gives the statement ofq y
Proposition 1. I
Proof of Proposition 4.
Ž . Ž .PROOF OF i . Suppose that i does not hold and that there exist two
different minimizers m and m of F . Convexity of F implies that the˜ ˜0 1 k , l k , l
Ž .minimum is also achieved by m s 1 y a m q a m for 0 - a - 1. For˜ ˜ ˜a 0 1
Ž . ky1 j Ž .ky1i s 0 and i s 1 we can write m x s Ý a x q Ý b x y t . We˜ i js0 j, i t g T t, i q
Žchoose now 0 - b - g - 1, such that for all t g T the quantity b b q 1 yt, 1
. Ž .b b is positive, negative or equal to 0 if and only if g b q 1 y g b ist, 0 t, 1 t, 0
positive, negative or equal to 0, respectively. Then we get for the function
Ž . Ž . Ž . XŽ .F a s F m with a constant c depending on b and g that F b s˜k , l a
² : XŽ . ² :y2 Y y m , m y m q c and F g s y2 Y y m , m y m q c. Be-˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜n nb 1 0 g 1 0
Ž . Ž . XŽ . XŽ .cause F a ' F 0 for 0 - a - 1, we have F b s F g s 0. This implies
² : Ž .5 5 2 5 50 s m y m , m y m s g y b m y m . Because is a norm on˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜n n ng b 1 0 1 0
S , we get that m s m . This shows that there do not exist different˜ ˜k , T 0 1
minimizers of F .k , l
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Ž .FIG. 2. Plot of m for a data set with regression function m as given in 4.1 , with n s 1000ˆ 1, l 0
Ž .and with s s 0.2 Figure 2b . The smoothing parameter has been chosen such that m has 200ˆ 1 l
jumps. In Figure 2 a, the true regression function m is plotted.0
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Ž .FIG. 3. Plot of m for a data set with regression function m as given in 4.2 , with n s 300,ˆ 2, l 0
Ž .and with s s 0.1 Figure 3b . In Figure 3a, the true regression function m is plotted.0
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Ž .FIG. 4. Plot of m for a data set with regression function m as given in 4.3 , with n s 300,ˆ 2, l 0
Ž .and with s s 0.2 Figure 4b . In Figure 4a, the true regression function m is plotted.0
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Ž . TPROOF OF ii . Continuity of l ª m follows from the continuity ofˆ k , l
Ž . Ž . Tl, m ª F m for m g S and from the uniqueness of m . Note thatˆk , l k , T k , l
T w x Ž 5 5 .the functions m 0 F l F ` lie in a compact subset of S , , becauseˆ nk , l k , T
5 T 5 2 5 5 2 5 T 5 2 5 5 2 Ž T . 5 5 2of m F 2 Y q 2 Y y m F 2 Y q F m F 2 Y qˆ ˆ ˆn n n n nk , l k , l k , l k , l
Ž . 5 5 22 F 0 s 4 Y . Ink , l
Ž . yProof of Proposition 5. From Proposition 4 ii it follows that the sets Sl
and Sq are piecewise constant. We denote the end points of the pieces byl
U Ž . U Ž . U Ž U . U0 s l 0 - l 1 - ??? - l L s ` with L F `.
U y y q q w Ž Ž .Choose now 0 F j - L . We write S s S and S s S with l g l j ,l l
Ž ..x U UU Ž Ž . Ž ..l j q 1 . For l , l g l j , l j q 1 we consider now the function
y1U UU T T
U UU5.1 D s l y l k y 1 ! m y m .Ž . Ž . Ž . ˆ ˆŽ .k , l k , l
First, we show that D does not depend on the special choice of lU,
UU Ž Ž . Ž ..l g l j , l j q 1 . The function D is a spline with knot points contained
in T Uyj T UUy j T Uqj T UUq . The inclusions T Uy: Sy, T UUy : Sy, T Uq: Sq andl l l l l l l
T UUq : Sq imply that D g S y q. Furthermore, by definition of the sets Syl k , S j S
q Ž . Ž . y yand S , the function D fulfills equations 2.6 and 2.7 with T s S and
Tqs Sq. We show now that splines in S y q are uniquely determined byk , S j S
U UU Ž .this property. Because l and l do not appear in the equations 2.6 and
Ž . U UU2.7 this implies that D does not depend on the special choice of l and l .
Ž . Ž .It remains to show that D is uniquely defined by 2.6 and 2.7 . Note first
Ž . y qthat 2.5 remains valid with the set T replaced by its subset S j S .
Therefore, a basis of S y q is given by the functions x q, q s 0, . . . , k y 1,k , S j S
Ž .ky1 y q Ž . Ž .t y x , t g S j S ; see the discussion after 2.5 . Equations 2.6 andq
Ž . Ž2.7 specify the projections of the function D onto these basis functions with
² : .respect to the empirical scalar product , . Therefore D is uniquely deter-n
Ž . Ž .mined by 2.6 and 2.7 .
We argue now that if t is a knot point of D, then it is a knot point for all
T Ž Ž . Ž ..m with l g l j , l j q 1 . Suppose that this does not hold; then thereˆ k , l
U Ž Ž . Ž ..exists a l g l j , l j q 1 with
­ m UT ­ m UTˆ ˆky1 k , l ky1 k , l
t y s t q .Ž . Ž .ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
wŽ U .Ž . xy1 Ž T T .UNow the equation D s l y l k y 1 ! m y m holds for l in aˆ ˆk , l k , l
neighborhood of lU. Because t is a knot point of D, this implies that
­ mT ­ mTˆ ˆky1 k , l ky1 k , l
t y y t qŽ . Ž .ky1 ky1­ t ­ t
has a different sign for l - lU as for l ) lU. However, because of t g Syj Sq,
Ž T . Ž . Ž .we have that H m , t y H Y, t s y k y 1 !l for l in a neighborhood ofˆ k , l
U Ž T . Ž . Ž . Ul or that H m , t y H Y, t s q k y 1 !l in a neighborhood of l . Thisˆ k , l
w Ž . Ž .xwould contradict the statement of Proposition 3 see 2.2 and 2.3 .
U UU Ž Ž . Ž ..We compare now for two l , l g l j , l j q 1 the set of knot points of
m UT . and mT UU . Suppose that mT UU has a knot point t which is not a knotˆ ˆ ˆk , l k , l k , l
T Ž .Upoint of m . Because of 5.1 , then t must be a knot point of D. However,ˆ k , l
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this has been excluded in the last paragraph. We conclude that the functions
T Ž Ž . Ž ..m have the same set of knot points for l g l j , l j q 1 . In particular,ˆ k , l
y q Ž Ž . Ž ..we get that the sets T and T are constant for l g l j , l j q 1 . Withl l
y y q q Ž .y qT s T and T s T we get that D g S and that D fulfills 2.6 andl l k , T j T
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.7 . The function D is uniquely defined by this property. This shows ii .
Ž .PROOF OF i . It remains to show that the number of pieces where the sets
Ty and Tq are constant is finite. This follows from the following statement.l l
There exist no 0 - j - jX with the property Ty s T XylŽ j.q lŽ j .q5.2Ž . q q
Xand T s TlŽ j.q lŽ j .q
Ž . Ž . XPROOF OF 5.2 . Suppose 5.2 does not hold. Then there exist 0 - j - j
y y q q Ž . XX Xwith T s T and T s T . By definition of l j , we have j q 1 - j .lŽ j.q lŽ j .q lŽ j.q lŽ j .q
Ž . Ž .We choose now l , l , l and l with l j - l - l - l j q 1 - l -1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Ž X. Ž X . T T Tl j - l - l j q 1 . Note that by assumption, m , m , and m haveˆ ˆ ˆ4 k , l k , l k , l1 2 4
the same set T of knot points. The set T of knot points of mT differsˆl l k , l1 3 3
T Ž X .Ž . y yX y qfrom T . Put m s m q l y l k y 1 !D , where T s T and˜ ˆl l k , l 1 T , T lŽ j.q1 1
Tqs Tq . For lX s l and lX s l , we have m X s m XT . This implies, that˜ ˆlŽ j.q 2 4 l k , l
for both these values of lX, the spline m X , fulfills the conditions of Proposition˜ l
X w xX3. Then, m fulfills the conditions of Proposition 3 for l g l , l . In˜ l 2 4
particular, this implies that m X s m XT for lX s l . Then we would have˜ ˆl k , l 3
T s T . However, this was excluded above.l l1 3
Ž .Claim iii follows now from Proposition 3. I
Proof of Proposition 7. For simplicity of notation let us assume that
0 - x - ??? - x - 1. For k s 1 and k s 2 the proposition follows immedi-1 n
ately.
Ž .For k s 1 one chooses m as a piecewise constant function with m x s˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .m x for 0 F x - x , m x s m x for x F x - x , i s 2, . . . , n y 1, and˜1 1 i i iq1
Ž . Ž .m x s m x for x F x F 1.˜ n n
For k s 2 one chooses m as a broken line with break points x , . . . , x˜ 2 ny1
Ž . Ž .and with m x s m x , i s 1, . . . , n.˜ i i
Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1..It can easily be seen that TV m F TV m in both cases.˜
For proof of the case k ) 2, we choose first a subsequence z , . . . , z of1 r
x , . . . , x with z s x , z s x and dr2 F z y z F 3dr2, i s 1, . . . , r y1 n 1 1 r n iq1 i
.1 . We will construct a spline with knot points z , . . . , z .2 ry1
Ž .The function m can be uniformly approximated by a k y 1 times continu-
Ž Žky1.. Ž Žky1.. Žously differentiable function g with TV g F TV m . Convolution of
.m by a smooth kernel with bandwidth tending to zero will do it. Therefore
without loss of generality we can assume that m is k y 1 times continuously
differentiable. We choose m as the quasi interpolant of m with order k and˜
with knot sequence t , . . . , t , where t s ??? s t s 0, t s1 rq2 ky2 1 k kq1
wz , . . . , t s z and t s ??? s t s 1. For a definition of2 rqky2 ry1 rqky1 rq2 ky2
Ž .quasi interpolants and knot sequences, see de Boor and Fix 1973 and page
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Ž .x176 in de Boor 1978 . Because the approximation scheme of quasi inter-
Ž .polants is local, Theorem XII.3 in de Boor 1978 can be strengthened to the
following statement.
w xFor every x g z , z with 1 F s F r y 1 it holds thats sq1
Ž j. Ž j. kyjy1< Ž . Ž . <m x y m x F d d S for 0 F j F k y 1 with˜ k , j s
constants d depending only on k and j.k , j
 < Žky1.Ž . Žky1.Ž . < < <Here S is defined as S s sup m u y m v : v y u F 3dr2, t F u,s s s
4v F t .sq2 ky1
Ž .Application of this bound with j s 0 gives statement ii of the proposition
Ž Žky1..because S F TV m .s
Ž .PROOF OF iii . We remark that
ry1
Žky1. Žky1. Žky1.< <TV m s m z q y m z yŽ . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜Ý s s
ss2
F d TV mŽky1.Ž .k
with d s 1 q 4k d . Ik k , ky1
PROOF OF THEOREM 9. Let us write a s ny1rŽ2qw .cw rŽ2qw .. Clearly,n n
nl 225 5g y g F I g y I g q « g x y g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ýnn 1, n 1, n n i n i 1, n in n is1
n2
q g x y g x g x y g xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆÝ 0, n i 1, n i n i 1, n in is1
nl 2
F I g y I g q « g x y g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ý1, n n i n i 1, n in n is1
5 5 5 5q 2 g y g g y g .ˆn n0, n 1, n n 1, n
Ž . Ž .Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 imply that
< y1r2 n <n Ý « g xŽ .is1 i i
5.3 sup s O 1Ž . Ž .P1yw r25 5gŽ . nggG 1n
w Ž .xsee Lemma 3.5 in van de Geer 1990 . Since G is assumed to be linear,n
g y gˆn 1, n g G .nI g q cŽ .ˆn n
Ž .Moreover, this function is in G 1 , because ofn
g y g I g q I gŽ .Ž .ˆ ˆn 1, n n 1, n
I F F 1.ž /I g q c I g q cŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆn n n n
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This implies that
5 5 2 5 5 5 5g y g F R q 2 g y g g y g ,ˆ ˆn n nn 1, n n 0, n 1, n n 1, n
where
l
R s I g y I gŽ . Ž .ˆŽ .n 1, n nn
wr21yw r2 y1r25 5 < <q g y g I g q c O n .Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .nn 1, n n n P
Ž . Ž .This inequality can only hold if 5.4 or 5.5 is fulfilled.
5 5 25.4 g y g F 2 R ,Ž . ˆ nn 1, n n
5 5 5 55.5 g y g F 4 g y g andŽ . ˆ n nn 1, n 0, n 1, n
5 5 5 5R F 2 g y g g y g .ˆn nn 0, n 1, n n 1, n
We consider now four cases.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 1. I g ) 2c G 2I g and 5.4 .ˆn n 1, n
Ž .Inequality 5.4 implies
5 5 20 F g y gˆ nn 1, n
wr2l 31yw r2 y1r25 5 < <F y I g q g y g I g O n .Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆnn n 1, n n Pž /n 2
This shows
y2rŽ2yw . 5 5 < 1rŽ2yw . <5.6 I g F l g y g O n .Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ nn n 1, n P
Ž . Ž .Inserting 5.6 into 5.4 gives
5 5 yw rŽ2yw . < Žwy1.rŽ2yw . <5.7 g y g s l O n s O a .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ nn 1, n P P n
5 5 Ž . 5 5 Ž .Because of g y g s O a , this gives g y g s O a .ˆn n0, n 1, n n n 0, n P n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Insert 5.7 into 5.6 to find I g s O c .ˆn P n
Ž . Ž .Case 2. I g F 2c and 5.4 .ˆn n
Ž .From 5.4 , either
1r24l 1r25 5 < <g y g F I g y I g s O aŽ . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆnn 1, n 1, n n P nž /n
or
5 5 5 51yw r2 w r2 < y1r2 <g y g F g y g c O n ,Ž .ˆ ˆn nn 1, n n 1, n n P
5 5 Ž . 5 5 Ž .which again gives g y g s O a . This shows g y g s O a .ˆ ˆn nn 1, n P n n 0, n P n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 3. I g ) 2c G 2I g and 5.5 .ˆn n 1, n
5 5 5 5 5 5The inequality g y g F 4 g y g implies g y g sˆ ˆn n nn 1, n 0, n 1, n n 0, n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O a . The second inequality of 5.5 gives I g s O c .ˆP n n P n
Ž . Ž .Case 4. I g F 2c and 5.5 .ˆn n
5 5 Ž .We get g y g s O a as in the last case. Iˆ nn 0, n P n
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PROOF OF THEOREM 10. Since P m and PH m are orthogonal, we mayn n
5 5consider them separately. The result for P m y P m follows immedi-ˆ nn n 0
ately from the fact that P m is the least squares polynomial of degreeˆn
Ž . X X X H Ž .k y 1 for the observations Y , . . . , Y , where Y s Y y P m x s1 n i i n 0 i
Ž .P m x q « , i s 1, . . . , n. This holds becausen 0 i i
Ž .ky1Žky1. HTV m s TV P m .Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .nž /
 H Ž Žky1.. 4Put now M s P m: TV m F 1 . As in Lemma 1, Section 5 in Mam-n
Ž .men 1991 , one can show that the functions in M are uniformly bounded.
Ž . wTherefore, using entropy bounds of Babenko 1979 see also Birman and
Ž .x Ž .Solomjak 1967 , we conclude as in Mammen 1991 that with a constant C,
5 5 y1r klog N d , , M F Cd .Ž .n2
5 H H 5Therefore, to get the result for P m y P m , we may take w s 1rk inˆ nn n 0
Theorem 9.
T ŽFor the statement on m , we apply Theorem 9 with G s S i.e., the setˆ n k , T
w xof all splines of order k which are defined on 0, 1 and which have knot
.points T . For k s 1 and k s 2 we can assume without loss of generality that
w xm lies in G see Proposition 4 . For k ) 2 Proposition 4 shows that theren
5 5 Ž ky1 . Ž k rŽ2 kq1. 1rŽ2 kq1..exist functions m in G with m y m s O d c O n cnn n n n n
Ž Žky1.. Ž .and TV m s O c . In n
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. Note first that m , m , m and mH are orthogo-?? 1 ? ? 2
nal. The results for m , m and m follow therefore from Theorem 10.ˆ ˆ ˆ?? 1 ? ? 2
Since for p s 1, . . . , n ; q s 1, . . . , n ,1 2
n n1 21
H H Hm j , j s m j , j y m j , jŽ . Ž . Ž .ŽÝ Ý1, p 2, q 1, p 2, q 1, i 2, qn n1 2 is2 js2
ymH j , j q mH j , j ,Ž . Ž . .1, p 2, j 1, i 2, j
we have,
< H < H5.8 m j , j F TV m s TV m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1, p 2, q 2 2
Note further that we can extend mH to a signed measure on the Borel sets in
R2. According to the Hahn]Jordan decomposition,
mHs m y m ,q y
Ž . Ž . Ž .with m and m nonnegative measures. If TV m F 1, then by 5.8 , weq y 2
may take m and m to be probability measures, with distribution functionsq y
 Ž . 24  Ž . 24m x : x g R and m x : x g R , respectively. Soq y
mH j , j s m j , j y m j , jŽ . Ž . Ž .1, p 2, q q 1, p 2, q y 1, p 2, q
for p s 1, . . . , n ; q s 1, . . . , n .1 2
The set of all distribution functions on R2 can be identified with the set of all
 Ž x 24 Žconvex combinations of functions in H s 1 y`, x : x g R . Since N d ,2
5 5 . yt? , H F Cd , for all d F 0, where t s 4, we obtainn
5 5 H ywlog N d , ? , m : TV m F 1 F CdŽ . 4Ž .n2 2
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Ž . w Ž .xfor all d ) 0, with w s 2tr 2 q t s 4r3 see Ball and Pajor 1990 . The
result for mH now follows from Theorem 9. Iˆ
Ž .PROOF OF THEOREM 12. Equation 3.3 implies that
m x s m Fy1 irn q o ny1r3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 i 0
for x in a neighborhood of x . Without loss of generality we assume that thei 0
design points are equidistant: x y x s const. Furthermore, for simplicityiq1 i
of notation, we shift the design points and we assume x s 0 and x s irn0 i
Ž . X Ž .ynr2 F i F nr2 . We suppose that m x ) 0. Choose a sequence d with0 0 n
Ž y1r3.y2 Ž y1r3.y1 y1r3d ln ª 0, d ln ª q` and d n ª 0. We writen n n
y1r3 y1r3I s yd n ,q d n .n n n
 4For a ) 0, we put aI s ax: x g I .n n
Ž .The function k ª Ý m x is the greatest convex minorant of Ý Y˜iF k i iF k i
Ž . Ž .y1 vand it holds that m x s min max v y u q 1 Ý Y , where the˜ i v G i uF i jsu j
Žminimum and maximum are taken only over u and v with x , x in I seeu v n
Ž .x ŽBarlow, Bartholomew, Bremner and Brunk 1972 . We will prove that with
.probability tending to 1 m and m coincide on 0.5 I . This impliesˆ ˜ n
the statement of the theorem. For this purpose we show that for x s 0,
"0.75d ny1r3 and "1.5d ny1r3,n n
5.9 P m has an upward jump in x q 0.25 I ª 1Ž . Ž .ˆ n
and that
5.10 P m is monotone increasing in I ª 1.Ž . Ž .ˆ n
Ž . Ž .Equation 5.10 implies that with probability tending to 1, k ª Ý m x isˆiF k i
Ž .convex for x in I . Because of Proposition 2, then Ý m x F Ý Y q lr2ˆk n iF k i iF k i
Ž .with equality if and only if m jumps at x . Application of 5.9 and simpleˆ k
Ž .geometric reasoning show that with probability tending to 1 m and mˆ ˜
Ž . Ž .coincide on 0.5 I . It remains to show 5.9 and 5.10 .n
Ž . Ž y1r3.y1PROOF OF 5.9 . Choose g such that g rd ª 0 and g ln ª q`.n n n n
x, 1 ŽConsider the event B that m has no jump in x q 0.25 I . Put I s x yˆ n n
y1r3 y1r3 y1r3. x, 2 Ž y1r30.25d n , x y 0.25 d n q g n and I s x q 0.25 d n yn n n n n
y1r3 y1r3.g n , x q 0.25 d n . On the event B the estimate m is constant onˆn n
x q 0.25 I . Because m is continuously differentiable in x with nonvanish-n 0 0
ing derivative, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that on B for n large
enough,
m t y m t ) C d ny1r3 for all t in I x , 1Ž . Ž .ˆ 0 n n
or
m t y m t - yC d ny1r3 for all t in I x , 2 .Ž . Ž .ˆ 0 n n
x x, 1 Ž . Ž . y1r3 x, 1 x, 2Define I as I , if m t y m t ) C d n for all t in I , and as Iˆn n 0 n n n
rŽ . Ž . w x xotherwise. For r small, we put m t s m t q r1 t g I . For the penalizedˆ ˆ n
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Ž r.sum of squared residuals F m , we get for small enough r on B,ˆk , l
F m r y F mŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆk , l k , l
n
2 2r < <s Y y m x y Y y m x q 2l rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ i i i i
is1
n
rs m x y m xŽ . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆÝ i i
is1
r < <= y2« q m x y m x q 2 m x y m x q 2l rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆi i i i 0 i
2 x 1r3s r m x y m x q r a x g I q o rd g n . 4Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .Ý i 0 i i n P n n
xx gIi n
< Ž . Ž . < X 1r3xBecause of Ý m x y m x ) C d g n , with probability tending toˆx g I i 0 i n ni n
Ž r. Ž .1, there exists a r such that on B it holds that F m - F m . Becauseˆ ˆk , l k , l
Ž .m is a minimizer of F , this is only possible if P B ª 0. Iˆ k , l
Ž .PROOF OF 5.10 . Denote the event that m is not monotone increasing inˆ
I by A. If A occurs, then with probability tending to 1, there exist jumpn
points u - v - w in 1.75 I such that m jumps upwards at u and w andˆn
w Ž .xjumps downwards at v see 5.9 . The points u and w can be chosen such
Ž .that there is no upwards jump between u and w. Then see Proposition 8
 4  4with N s a x : u F x - v and M s a x : v F x - w on A with probabil-i i i i
ity tending to 1,
Ny1 Y y Ny1l s Ny1 m xŽ .ˆÝ Ýi i
uFx -v uFx -vi i
) My1 m x s My1 Y q My1l.Ž .ˆÝ Ýi i
vFx -w vFx -wi i
Because m is monotone increasing in I , this implies that on the event A0 n
with probability tending to 1,
Ny1 « y Ny1l ) My1 « q My1l.Ý Ýi i
uFx -v vFx -wi i
We show now that with probability tending to 1, the left-hand side of this
inequality is negative and that with probability tending to 1, the right-hand
Ž . Ž .side is positive. Therefore it must hold that P A ª 0. This implies 5.10 .
It remains to show
P sup « F l ª 1.Ý iž /x , ygI xFx -yn i
< < Ž 1r2 1r3.This follows from sup Ý « s O d n and the assump-x, y g I x F x - y i P nn i
Ž y1r3.y2tion d ln ª 0. In
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